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Do Not Be Discouraged
The AA Big Book contains much profound knowledge
and ethereal wisdom, painstakingly garnered from the
founders of AA, our beloved Dr. Bob and Bill Wilson,
          
and women who struggled with alcoholism. Some of
whom “got it” and stayed sober…and others who, well,
didn’t. Yet in my many readings of our Big Book over the
years, perhaps my four favorite words are “Do not be
discouraged”, found in How It Works, almost universally
     
With a few 24 hours of sobriety now accumulated, I am
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disease, it takes me immediately back to when against all
odds, I found AA or AA found me.
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they remain forever so. More than half dead physically,
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totally vicious prison camp, which in a very real way, I
had been in for just slightly over two years. I emerged
from the imprisonment of my deadly disease so brain
damaged and destroyed spiritually and mentally that,
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My mind so annihilated by my drinking, I thought
that unless I pinned myself to the chair, I would jump
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them, it simply could not…would not…work for me.
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endlessly through my mind unless I was asleep.
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a foreign language was being spoken. Words jumbled
around my brain, making no sense whatsoever. Although
I had a “big” Big Book, printed in large type for the visually
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learning to read, was unable to make sense of the words
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wandered, and I could not make out many of the words,
let alone understand what was being read.
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simultaneously: “Do Not Be Discouraged”. My frightened,
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were.
Do Not Be Discouraged, those simple four words,
carried me through many more weeks and months of
my very rocky early recovery to deliver me to the 24
hours of sobriety I enjoy today. I’ve been taught that
my daily reprieve from alcoholism is based upon my
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understanding and the program and members of AA.
However, without the strength and hope contained
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courage and faith to achieve the sobriety for which I am so
grateful today.

by Sam H.

Meeting Space Available!
Emanuel United Methodist Church
Our friends at Emanuel United Methodist Church,
5115 Cortez Road, have space for AA Meetings.
Please contact Tracy Ashley at 941-792-3497

Why Isn't This
Working? "" # $
Recently, I witnessed a person in
early sobriety who was frustrated
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alcoholics in early sobriety have
shared. We’ve made the decision
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we drag ourselves into the rooms
    
to wonder if the pain will ever stop.
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I likened early sobriety to a train
wreck. We’re in the engine, looking
ahead at seemingly clear, open
tracks. Now, when we turn around,
all we can see are wrecked cars
following along behind us. Just
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wrecked cars and moving them out
of the way is a major undertaking,
so too is the work that we need to
do to “…clear away the wreckage
of our past.”
I was reading my
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the entry somewhat spoke to
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fellow A.A. member will usually
reduce tension enough to bring
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with other alcoholics to whom
I relate, or privately with my
sponsor, can change aspects to the
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and I begin to see how they work
against me. When I put my faith in
the spiritual power of the program,
when I trust others to teach me
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do what is necessary.”

This paragraph contains detailed
    
much of the work of straightening
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alcoholics, work with your sponsor,
   
higher power, and trust in the
program and the people guiding
you through it. In doing so, we
learn to do what is necessary and
   
in ourselves and our program that
allows us to sustain this growth on
our own.
Remember that despite the fact
that you have stopped drinking,
     
when you were drinking. Steps 2
through 12 provide the guidance
to gradually grow within the
program, clear away the wreckage
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right and then regain a measure
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It works if you work it, one day at
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gradually become a reality. If you
     

yourself to doing the work, you’ll
see improvement in your life the
same way that you drank: One day
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the miracle happens.

August AA Milestones
% & Dr. Bob is born in St.
Johnsbury, VT.
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Thomas Hospital in Akron.
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marked the beginning of the work
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 ' Richmond Walker publishes
 

Back
of the
Book
The First Step
EEL8
Bill Wilson felt that the personal
stories in the back of the book were
its most important part. His point
is supported by this excerpt from
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powerless over alcohol and anything
else that threatened my sobriety or
muddled my thinking. Alcohol was
only a symptom of much deeper
dishonesty and denial."

The Helpline Needs
Your Help!
We're looking for members to
volunteer an hour a week to extend
the hand of AA and answer calls to
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answered from your home or mobile
phone. We also need a number of
stout volunteers who are willing to
be on the 12th-Step call list.
G   :  
website or speak to your Intergroup
    
blue (phone volunteer) or yellow
(12th-Step volunteer) cards.

From My Journal
by Nancy B.

Understanding and compassion
seem to be the underpinnings of
forgiveness; at least, this is true
for me as I look at my eventual
forgiveness of those I believed to
have harmed me. And it has been a
long process.
It started with Steps 4 and 8. I
worked these steps to the best
       
of sobriety, but it now seems,
so many 24’s later, that I just
scratched the surface of the
forgiveness that was available.
I don’t mean total understanding
of what makes the other person
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my thoughts and choices. Instead, I
mean a desire to be understanding
about the fact that we all struggle
  
knowing what is right and that it is
   
as, “If I were in that person’s shoes,
I might have done the same thing.”
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of others has become more real as
I’ve gained compassion for myself.

The Sobriety Group
Fridays 7 pm

IS MOVING
From 3700 26th St West to

4635 26th St West
Bradenton FL, 34207

Hope Lutheran Church
First meeting in new location:

Friday September 7, 2018

Heard Around
the Rooms

We don't want to drink like gentlemen; we want
to drink like pigs and be treated like gentlemen.


SPECIAL

    

$1 PRICE!
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The manual opens with a history of A.A. services
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principles of service that have emerged from
A.A.’s service accomplishments and mistakes
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ANNIVERSARIES
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Pass It On
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Doug H.
Jon N
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Reid K.
7 years
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item being sent. Deadline is the 7th day of the month. Submissions may be edited for length or content. The opinions
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The Sobriety Group
Fridays 7pm

Closed Big Book Meeting

WE’RE MOVING ON UP…..
And Over, just down the street!
From 3700 26th St West to

th

4635 26 St West
Bradenton FL, 34207

Hope Lutheran Church

(just south of Cortez on 26th St)
Meeting Room #1 in 2 story building on South Side of Church – 1ts floor
First meeting in new location:

Friday September 7, 2018

